ACRONYM 11 - Round 12
1. This NFL player's father Eddie was voted the best player in Arena Football history.
After a 2017 playoff game, this man controversially live-streamed video of his coach
insulting the Patriots. In 2017 this player passed John Stallworth to become the
second-leading receiver in his team's history, trailing only (*) Hines Ward. Despite tearing a
calf muscle late in the 2017 season, this Central Michigan alumnus still led the league in
receiving yards. JuJu Smith-Schuster is a teammate of, for 10 points, what receiver with the
Pittsburgh Steelers?
ANSWER: Antonio (Tavaris) Brown (Sr.) <Nelson>
2. After posing the question "Who's your hero?" to himself, this man gave the answer "me
in 10 years" in a 2014 acceptance speech. Many critics identify this man's portrayal of
Dallas, the unscrupulous owner of the strip club Xquisite in 2012's Magic Mike as the
beginning of his so-called (*) "renaissance." In 2014, this actor played Coop, the father of a girl
nicknamed Murph and pilot of the Endurance, which travels through a wormhole in an attempt
to save humanity. For 10 points, name this star of Dallas Buyers Club and Interstellar.
ANSWER: Matthew (David) McConaughey [mic-KAHN-uh-hay] (prompt on
"McConaissance") <Vopava>
3. A set of stories based on this novel includes "Shingaling," which is told from Charlotte
Cody's perspective. Two siblings in this novel agree to have their dog's name reference a
Star Wars character. Julian Albans bullies this novel's protagonist, who spreads a (*) lie
that the protagonist has the plague. Beecher Prep is a primary setting of this novel, whose
protagonist was previously homeschooled due to his Treacher Collins syndrome. Auggie
Pullman is the protagonist of, for 10 points, what R. J. Palacio novel about a boy with a
deformed face?
ANSWER: Wonder <Nelson>
4. In one episode of this series, its protagonist sings an agonizing karaoke duet of "You
Don't Bring Me Flowers" with a former partner played by Adam Sandler. Taylor Spreitler
stars in this series as Kendra Gable, a waitress and daughter of a former police officer
whose wife Donna unceremoniously (*) dies off-screen between its first and second seasons.
The 2017 season of this series marked a reunion between its star and Leah Remini, who both
starred in The King of Queens. For 10 points, name this sitcom that, appropriately, stars Kevin
James.
ANSWER: Kevin Can Wait
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5. This band exclaimed "cold, cold water, bring me 'round" in a 2008 single that describes
"sitting in" the title structure. The EP Prospekt's March accompanied an album by this
group that included the songs "Lost!" and "Violet (*) Hill." An oddly named boy and girl are
referenced in the title of this band's album Mylo Xyloto. This band's first hit, from their album
Parachutes, asks listeners to "Look at the stars / Look how they shine for you." "Yellow" and
"Clocks" are songs by, for 10 points, what British pop band fronted by Chris Martin?
ANSWER: Coldplay <Vopava>
6. A device featured in this film always plays a snippet of Peter and the Wolf as it boots up.
The protagonist of this film lands in trouble after failing a test in which he repeatedly gives
words like "cells" and "interlinked." In this film, Dr. Ana Stelline begins to cry when she
examines a purported (*) memory of a boy who hides a toy horse inside a furnace. Niander
[nye-ANN-der] Wallace's henchwoman Luv hunts for a child fathered by Rick Deckard, who
himself is sought by a replicant named K in, for 10 points, what 2017 sci-fi sequel?
ANSWER: Blade Runner 2049 (do not accept or prompt on "Blade Runner") <Vopava>
7. According to a 2003 game, this man was born Mathias Cronqvist. In one appearance,
this character is fought by Shanoa, a member of the Order of Ecclesia. This character's
face oddly resembles a skull in a game in which he is fought by a man named (*) Simon.
This character calls a man "a miserable pile of secrets" and later appears as the final boss of a
PlayStation game subtitled "Symphony of the Night." The Belmont family frequently battles, for
10 points, what frequent antagonist of the Castlevania series, based on a Bram Stoker character?
ANSWER: (Count) Dracula (or Dracula Vlad Tepes) <Nelson>
8. Ozzy Osbourne recorded a bizarre version of this song as a duet with Miss Piggy. In one
verse of this song, vocalist John Kay insists "Fire all your guns at once and explode into
space." The first use of the term 'heavy metal' in rock music may have been this song's
mention of "heavy metal (*) thunder." This song is closely associated with the Dennis Hopper
film Easy Rider, a which centers on two motorcyclists. For 10 points, name this 1968 song by
Steppenwolf that says to "Get your motor runnin, headin' on the highway."
ANSWER: Born to Be Wild <Nelson>
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9. In a May 2017 game between the Orioles and Red Sox, a missed catch by J.J. Hardy led
to an unusual one of these actions. In 1920, Bill Wambsganss became the only player to
perform this action in the World Series. As a batter, Brooks Robinson caused this feat to
occur a record four times. Eric Bruntlett is the most recent player to perform this feat
without (*) assistance from other defenders. A sequence scored "5-4-3" is the most common
way of achieving, for 10 points, what defensive play that records the most possible outs?
ANSWER: triple play (accept unassisted triple play after "Wambsganss") <Nelson>
10. Signs reading "Welcome to Nowhere" direct the protagonist of this series to a strange
party held in total darkness. Charlize Theron is an executive producer for this series,
whose locations are often displayed on screen in a huge white font. Richard Speck, a (*)
prisoner in this series based on a real criminal, throws a bird into a fan, shocking Holden Ford, a
behavioral scientist played by Jonathan Groff. Charles Manson is discussed in, for 10 points,
what Netflix series about the FBI's first study of serial killers?
ANSWER: Mindhunter <Vopava>
11. In one song, this character emphasizes the "importance of body language." This
character uses a scarf to hide a necklace while posing as a woman named Vanessa, whose
wedding is dramatically interrupted. This character's animators based her largely on
Divine, a pioneering (*) drag queen. Flotsam and Jetsam are subordinates of this villain, who
takes a young woman's voice in exchange for her spending three days as a human. The song
"Poor Unfortunate Souls" is sung by, for 10 points, what octopus-like villain of Disney's The
Little Mermaid?
ANSWER: Ursula <Nelson>
12. In 2013, the E! network aired a reality series that asked what this athlete "would do."
This man often weirdly wore grills during competitions, but opted to color his hair silver
instead ahead of the Rio Olympics. At those Olympics, this athlete and teammates Jack
Conger, Jimmy Feigen, and Gunnar Bentz were caught (*) vandalizing a gas station. On the
record-setting 4-by-200 relay team at the Beijing games, this individual medley specialist swam
immediately after Michael Phelps. For 10 points, name this incredibly bro-ish swimmer.
ANSWER: Ryan (Steven) Lochte ["LOCK"-tee] <Vopava>
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13. Players must draw an outline of one of these things in order to repair it in an
team-based 2016 board game. One of these things named Yangtze is central to a Fallout 4
side quest. Gnomes operate one of these things in the cooperative board game Red (*)
November. A remarkably high percentage of games about these things feature the adjective silent
in their names, such as Silent Hunter, Silent War, and Run Silent, Run Deep. For 10 points, name
this kind of vessel that, along with the cruiser, is sunk with three hits in Battleship.
ANSWER: submarine(s) <Vopava>
14. Drake's song "Zone" and his verse on Birdman's "Money to Blow" both reference this
event. Jawed Karim claimed that he created YouTube as a direct result of this event, which
preceded the release of the single "Just a Little While" and was the last event of its type to
have (*) MTV's involvement. This 2004 event directly led to a record number of Tivo purchases.
A performance of the song "Rock Your Body" concluded, for 10 points, what controversial
performance by two major pop stars that was blamed on a "wardrobe malfunction"?
ANSWER: the Janet Jackson Super Bowl incident (accept Nipplegate; accept answers that
mention both Janet Jackson and any of the 2004 Super Bowl or halftime show or Super Bowl
XXXVIII or wardrobe malfunction before mention; prompt on partial answers) <Nelson>
15. In 2013, an optometrist's mishearing of this song's lyrics resulted in a Pennsylvania
high school being put on lockdown. An often-omitted verse in this song expresses wonder at
"drinking orange juice out of a champagne glass." This song's narrator considers that a
vehicle "was rare" upon seeing it had "dice (*) in the mirror," and later shouts "Yo homes,
smell ya later!" after arriving at a California residence. For 10 points, name this song that relates
how "my life got flip-turned upside down" and began every episode of a Will Smith sitcom.
ANSWER: theme song to the Fresh Prince of Bel Air (accept obvious equivalents; prompt on
partial answers) <Vopava>
16. A 2017 ESPN article claimed that this NBA player once regularly consumed two dozen
candy bars a day. This player is the most recent to have been drafted first overall straight
out of high school. This man developed a friendly rivalry with the much shorter Nate
Robinson across multiple (*) Slam Dunk Contests, for which he once wore a superhero
costume. After a season with the Hawks, this player was traded in 2017 to a team led by Kemba
Walker. For 10 points, name this Charlotte Hornets center nicknamed "Superman" and "D12."
ANSWER: Dwight (David) Howard <Nelson>
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17. The longest-running show on this network has a panel of judges including Glenn
Hetrick and Ve Neill. In 2017, this network unveiled the slogan "It's A Fan Thing."
Another show on this network stars Melanie Scofrano as the great-great-granddaughter of
the wild west lawman (*) Wyatt Earp. In 2009, this network somewhat confusingly changed the
spelling of its name, leading to numerous jokes about its pronunciation. The Sharknado films air
on, for 10 points, what cable network that airs fantasy and other nerdy programming?
ANSWER: SyFy ["sci fi"] <Nelson>
18. A profanely titled single by this woman was widely marketed under the shortened name
"Pumps" and released on her album Frank. This subject of an Oscar-winning 2015
documentary asked "Who truly stuck the knife in first?" to a jealous lover who (*) "sniffed
me out like I was Tanqueray [tank-uh-RAY]" in a 2006 single. In another song, she admitted,
"Yes, I've been black" and responded to a potential treatment by saying "no, no, no." Alcohol
poisoning ended the life of, for 10 points, what bluesy British singer behind "You Know I'm No
Good" and "Rehab"?
ANSWER: Amy (Jade) Winehouse <Vopava>
19. In C.S. Lewis's The Last Battle, King Tirian's best friend Jewel is one of these animals.
Peter S. Beagle's best known novel is titled for the "last" one of these animals. A popular
web game released in 2010 depicts the "attack" of a "Robot" one of these animals. Tristran
and Yvaine witness a mythical (*) fight between a lion and one of these animals in Neil
Gaiman's Stardust. Alison Brie voiced a hybrid of a cat and one of these creatures in The Lego
Movie. Rarity and Twilight Sparkle are examples of, for 10 points, what variant of a horse?
ANSWER: unicorns <Nelson>
20. A scene narrated by this actor ends with him saying "I love you, Nancy" after the
character he portrays, John Hartigan, shoots himself in the head. In one film, this actor
played a futuristic cab driver who saves the world alongside a perfect being named Leeloo.
This portrayer of Korben Dallas in (*) The Fifth Element played the psychologist of a boy who
is able to see him despite his being dead in The Sixth Sense. A catch phrase beginning with
"Yippie-ki-yay" is uttered by John McClane, a man played by, for 10 points, what star of Die
Hard?
ANSWER: (Walter) Bruce Willis <Nelson>
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1. As revealed in 2015, this phrase was inspired by an unknown recording studio patron who
smoked pungent stogies in a shared restroom. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this nonsense phrase that the singer describes "really really want"-ing in the
inescapable 1996 song "Wannabe."
ANSWER: zig-a-zig-ah (accept close pronunciations within reason)
[10] "Wannabe" was the first and perhaps most iconic hit by this 90s girl group that included
Mel B. and Emma Bunton.
ANSWER: The Spice Girls
[10] Years before marrying soccer superstar David Beckham, Victoria Adams went by this
fancy-sounding stage name during her time with the Spice Girls.
ANSWER: Posh Spice <Vopava>
2. Samoset, Sokanon, and Kamenna are among the Native American characters on this show
that, thankfully, are all played by actual indigenous people. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this TV show set in 18th-century Canada about a ruthless outlaw fur trapper targeted
by the Hudson's Bay Company.
ANSWER: Frontier
[10] The half-Cree trapper Declan Harp is played by this actor who played Khal Drogo on Game
of Thrones and Aquaman in Justice League.
ANSWER: Jason Momoa [muh-MOH-uh] (or Joseph Jason Namakaeha Momoa)
[10] Michael Smyth, the Irishman who tracks down Harp, is played by Landon Liboiron
[LIB-er-ron], who previously played the werewolf Peter Rumancek [ROO-min-check] on a
Netflix horror series titled for the "Grove" of this poisonous plant.
ANSWER: hemlock (accept Hemlock Grove) <Vopava>
3. For 10 points each, answer the following about the vastly under-appreciated actor Sam
Rockwell:
[10] Rockwell was highly amusing as president Zaphod Beeblebrox in the 2005 film version of
this novel by Douglas Adams.
ANSWER: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (prompt on partial answers)
[10] In 2015, Rockwell played the title character of the romantic comedy Mr. Right opposite this
actress, who plays Beca Mitchell of the Barden Bellas in the Pitch Perfect series.
ANSWER: Anna (Cooke) Kendrick
[10] This 1999 comedy, in which the cast of a sci-fi TV show becomes involved in a real space
adventure, co-stars Rockwell as a bit actor convinced that he is going to die because his TV
character did as well.
ANSWER: Galaxy Quest <Nelson>
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4. For 10 points each, name these athletes who competed professionally in multiple sports:
[10] This hall-of-fame cornerback nicknamed "Primetime" and "Neon" played both football and
baseball, and briefly played for the Atlanta Braves and Atlanta Falcons at the same time.
ANSWER: Deion [DEE-on] (Luywnn) Sanders
[10] This man played three seasons with the Blue Jays before spending 13 seasons in the NBA,
most prominently with the Celtics. He is now the Celtics' general manager.
ANSWER: Danny Ainge (or Daniel Ray Ainge)
[10] This Native American star played with multiple NFL and MLB teams in the 1910s and 20s,
and also won two Olympic gold medals. He has often been called the greatest athlete in history.
ANSWER: Jim Thorpe (or James Francis Thorpe; accept Wa-Tho-Huk) <Nelson>
5. The 10-second advertisement for this product consists entirely of a woman rubbing it all over
her noggin. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this topical medicine that's applied directly to the forehead! Applied directly to the
forehead! Applied directly to the forehead!
ANSWER: HeadOn
[10] In a review for Slate, Seth Severson said he initially thought "HeadOn" was a prank created
by this fast food company, whose ads once featured a bearded, crowned mascot with an
unsettling, unmoving face.
ANSWER: Burger King
[10] That review also imagines a TV ad for this beverage telling viewers to "Pour it down your
esophagus." A 1971 ad for this product used the song "I'd Like to Teach the World to Sing."
ANSWER: Coca-Cola or Coke <Vopava>
6. After hearing an early version of this song, Johnny Cash had a dream in which it was
accompanied by mariachi horns, prompting him to re-record it with them included. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this 1963 song, which begins by remarking "Love is a burning thing."
ANSWER: Ring of Fire
[10] The earlier version of "Ring of Fire" was recorded by Anita, the sister of this country singer
who Cash later married in 1968.
ANSWER: June Carter (or June Carter Cash; prompt on "Cash")
[10] Also in 1968, Cash recorded an iconic live album at this penitentiary. In his 1955 hit named
for this prison, Cash claims to have "shot a man in Reno / Just to watch him die."
ANSWER: Folsom Prison (accept Folsom Prison Blues or At Folsom Prison) <Vopava>
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7. In response to poor reviews, this film's director Tomas Alfredson blamed a short filming
schedule that led to a tenth of the script not being shot. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 mystery horror film about the search for a deranged killer who uses the title
frozen creation as a proverbial calling card.
ANSWER: The Snowman
[10] A handful of confusing advertisements for The Snowman resembled a handwritten note
claiming "I gave you all the clues," which was addressed to this weird, two-word phrase.
ANSWER: Mister Police
[10] The lead detective in The Snowman is played by this Irish actor, who played a young
Magneto in several X-Men films and the title role in Danny Boyle's Steve Jobs.
ANSWER: Michael Fassbender <Nelson>
8. For 10 points each, answer the following about fictional characters that are basically just
disembodied brains:
[10] Mother Brain is a common villain in this video game series and often appears simply as a
brain in a glass chamber. In this series, the Mother Brain is thwarted by Samus Aran.
ANSWER: Metroid
[10] This common foe of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles often appears in the middle of a
human-shaped suit, though he's essentially just a brain with weird, brain-y arms.
ANSWER: Krang
[10] An isolated brain is one of the title characters of "William & Mary," a short story by this
author of Matilda.
ANSWER: Roald Dahl <Nelson>
9. A 2003 poll by the American Film Institute named this character the greatest villain in film
history. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this doctor, played most iconically by Anthony Hopkins. Despite his horrific nature,
his help is sought by FBI agent Clarice Starling.
ANSWER: Hannibal Lecter (prompt on "Hannibal (the Cannibal)")
[10] Hopkins won an Oscar for playing Lecter in this 1991 film, for which Jodie Foster also won
an Oscar for playing Starling.
ANSWER: The Silence of the Lambs
[10] In addition to both main acting awards, The Silence of the Lambs earned awards for Best
Picture, Director, and Adapted Screenplay; it was the first film to win all five of those awards
since this 1975 classic starring Jack Nicholson as Randle McMurphy.
ANSWER: One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest <Nelson>
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10. One player with this surname joined the NBA in 2017 shortly after winning the Serbian
League MVP. For 10 points each:
[10] Give the surname of these two similarly named but unrelated NBA players, one of whom,
Bojan, [BOH-yahn] plays for the Pacers.
ANSWER: Bogdanovic [bog-DAH-nuh-vich] (accept Bojan Bogdanovic or Bogdan
Bogdanovic)
[10] The unrelated Bogdan Bogdanovic plays for this west-coast team, who moved to the Golden
1 Center in 2016. Their roster includes Buddy Hield [heeld] and Zach Randolph.
ANSWER: Sacramento Kings (accept either)
[10] Both Bogdanovićes played in this country before joining the NBA, though neither of them is
from there. Another player from this country, Enes Kanter, allegedly faces imprisonment there
for his criticism of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan [RECH-ep "tie"-ip AIR-do-wahn].
ANSWER: Turkey (or Republic of Turkey) <Nelson>
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about books in everyone's favorite pop culture
topic, science:
[10] This host of the podcast StarTalk wrote the 2017 bestseller Astrophysics for People in a
Hurry. He is the current director of the Hayden Planetarium in New York City.
ANSWER: Neil DeGrasse Tyson
[10] The memoir Endurance was written about a memorable year in the life of Scott Kelly, who
most notably held this profession along with his twin brother Mark.
ANSWER: astronaut
[10] This Indian-American author wrote a Pulitzer Prize-winning "Biography of Cancer" named
The Emperor of All Maladies and more recently wrote The Gene: An Intimate History.
ANSWER: Siddhartha Mukherjee <Golden>
12. In early 2018, a Jeopardy! contestant was mercilessly ruled incorrect for mispronouncing the
name of this song. For 10 points each:
[10] Give the correct name of this song by Coolio, whose title location is where we've "been
spending most our lives."
ANSWER: Gangsta's Paradise (do not accept or prompt on "Gangster's Paradise")
[10] "Gangsta's Paradise" heavily samples the song "Pastime Paradise," a 1976 song from this
singer's Songs in the Key of Life, which also includes "Sir Duke" and "Isn't She Lovely."
ANSWER: Stevie Wonder (or Stevland Hardaway Judkins or Stevland Hardaway Morris)
[10] "Weird Al" Yankovic briefly feuded with Coolio over Yankovic's parody of "Gangsta's
Paradise," which changes "Gangstas" to this type of person. The parody begins by noting "As I
walk through the valley where I harvest my grain."
ANSWER: Amish (accept Amish Paradise) <Nelson>
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13. For 10 points each, name these soap operas that featured pointless, asinine twists:
[10] Bobby Ewing's sudden appearance in the shower revealed that the entire ninth season of this
show about a family of Texas oil barons was just a dream.
ANSWER: Dallas
[10] Olivia St. John was killed off from this show set at the title medical facility in 1990, though
she was revealed to be alive and responsible for much of the facility's troubles a full 27 years
later.
ANSWER: General Hospital
[10] Denzel Washington had a small role on this soap set at a Boston hospital. Its final episode
suggests that the entire show was imagined by Dr. Westphall's autistic son.
ANSWER: St. Elsewhere <Vopava>
14. This team defeated Memphis 62-55 after two overtimes in the thrilling 2017 AAC
Championship game. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this school, whose football team named itself the 2017 National Champions due to
being the only undefeated team in the FBS, which is not how any of this works.
ANSWER: University of Central Florida Knights (or UCF; prompt on "Knights" but do not
accept or prompt on other partial answers)
[10] Following the 2017 season, UCF coach Scott Frost left to become the coach of this Big Ten
school, which is also his alma mater. Frost replaced Mike Riley as this school's coach.
ANSWER: University of Nebraska Cornhuskers (accept either; prompt on "Huskers")
[10] Among the most notable alumni of UCF is this starting quarterback of the Jacksonville
Jaguars.
ANSWER: Blake Bortles <Nelson>
15. One character played by this actor is ordered back into his cage by Will Redman, prompting
him to speak his first word: "No." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this actor and motion-capture performer whose roles include Caesar in the new Planet
of the Apes films.
ANSWER: Andy Serkis (or Andrew (Clement) Serkis)
[10] Serkis is best known for his mo-cap performance as this repulsive creature, who is shown
first losing the One Ring to Bilbo Baggins in 2012's The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey.
ANSWER: Gollum (or Sméagol; accept Trahald)
[10] In a non-motion capture role, Serkis played an assistant to Nikola Tesla in this outstanding
2006 Christopher Nolan film about two rival magicians.
ANSWER: The Prestige <Vopava>
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16. Winning 250 matchmaking games in Red Faction: Guerrilla yields an achievement named
for this phrase. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this wonderful, grammatically-nonsensical phrase that appears after beating each
competitor in the 1986 NES game Pro Wrestling.
ANSWER: (A) Winner Is You
[10] An opponent named Behemoth incredulously exclaims "A winner is you?!" when beaten in
a 2006 Final Fantasy spin-off about these yellow, ostrich-like birds.
ANSWER: chocobos (accept Final Fantasy Fables: Chocobo Tales)
[10] The final boss shouts "A Winner is You" in a game in the Mario & Luigi RPG series set
inside the body of this monstrous villain who routinely kidnaps Princess Peach.
ANSWER: Bowser (accept King Koopa) <Vopava>
17. For 10 points each, answer the following about celebrities who attended New York City's
Hunter College High School:
[10] Nicknamed the "Pharma Bro," this Hunter dropout and complete jackass increased the price
of the drug Daraprim by 5,000% before being convicted of securities fraud in 2017.
ANSWER: Martin Shkreli
[10] This musical by Hamilton creator and Hunter alumnus Lin-Manuel Miranda won four Tony
Awards in 2008 and is named for a Manhattan neighborhood.
ANSWER: In the Heights
[10] Graduate Amy Davidson Sorkin is a writer for this magazine, whose head editor is David
Remnick. This magazine published Truman Capote's In Cold Blood and Annie Proulx's
"Brokeback Mountain."
ANSWER: The New Yorker <Golden>
18. For 10 points each, answer the following about former baseball pitcher Jim Abbott:
[10] Abbott had a decade-long career despite having this physical deformity since birth, which
required him to make unique use of his glove when in the field.
ANSWER: he is missing his right hand (accept answers like having only one hand or
something similarly descriptive)
[10] Abbott began his career with this franchise, which at the time was partially named for the
state in which they were located. Currently, this team employs Albert Pujols and Mike Trout.
ANSWER: Los Angeles Angels (accept California Angels; prompt on "Los Angeles")
[10] In 1993, Abbott pitched a no-hitter against this team, which at the time was led by Kenny
Lofton and Albert Belle. This team has not won a World Series since 1948.
ANSWER: Cleveland Indians (accept either) <Nelson>
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19. According to conflicting testimonies, a character on this show was either using the restroom
at an antique store or giving dog food to his girlfriend Mackenzie. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Netflix mockumentary that centers on Dylan Maxwell, who was accused of spray
painting genitalia on 27 cars belonging to teachers.
ANSWER: American Vandal
[10] American Vandal parodies true crime documentaries like this Netflix series which depicts
the trial and subsequent imprisonment of Steven Avery and his nephew Brendan Dassey.
ANSWER: Making a Murderer
[10] This podcast, whose first season concerned the murder trial of Adnan Syed, also
significantly influenced American Vandal, and is referenced by name in one of the show's
episodes.
ANSWER: Serial <Golden>
20. For 10 points each, answer the following about musical entities known as a "wall of sound":
[10] A revolutionary recording technique called the "Wall of Sound" was created by this man,
one of the most important record producers in history. He is now in prison for the 2003 murder
of Lana Clarkson.
ANSWER: Phil Spector (or Phillip Harvey Spector or Harvey Phillip Spector)
[10] This legendary jam band, which was fronted by the late Jerry Garcia, used a huge PA
system called the Wall of Sound. It was designed by Bear Stanley, who inspired this group's
dancing bear imagery.
ANSWER: The Grateful Dead
[10] This awful rock band, known for their elaborate outfits and led by noted tongue-haver Gene
Simmons, recorded a song named "Wall of Sound" in 2012.
ANSWER: Kiss <Nelson>

